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Simon Sinek - Start With Why
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Think Jewish community; not in silos

Our congregations face similar challenges:
funding, 
reaching their membership in their local Jewish 
communities,
engaging with young adults and 
ensuring good governance.  

Key messages: 
You are not alone.
A bigger strategy is needed.
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From Apple to Living Judaism!

We know what we currently do.  We know how we do what we do.
Yet, we are asking ourselves why things do not go as we would wish.
Can we articulate why we do what we do?

Do we know what our members and our potential members find inspirational?
Does Apple sell computers? Like Dell or HP? 
Do we sell worship services? 

We actually believe in a Living Judaism that challenges the status quo, that 
challenges us to think differently, that is relevant to the way we live our 21st 
century lives.  
Wanna join us?
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Think about why have a Jewish community

Most congregations start with their "what" and then move to the "how." 
And neglect to even mention "why.“
Think differently – not via the programs and services we offer – but the 
“why” of the work we do. 
We need to know and articulate “why we do what we do.”
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Overcoming the Progressive 
inferiority complex

The Progressive inferiority complex that many of us carry inside feels that 
really, truly it's better, more "Jewish" to be Orthodox or Conservative.

Do you want to belong to a movement that is unambiguous about granting  
equality to all Jews regardless of sexual orientation or gender identification? 

– Some movements insist "their" women are equal - on the other side of a 
curtain.

– Some “tolerate” their LGBTQI+ members and treat them with “compassion.”

I chose my shul because I stand for 100% of the Jewish people, not 50%.

To see how to articulate “why”, please attend the session: ”Talking About our 
Jewish Values” 
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Authentic Progressive: drawn in part from a 
Sermon by Rabbi Elyse Goldstein

http://www.cityshul.com/2014-high-holiday-sermons-and-dvar-torahs/authentic-reform-by-rabbi-elyse-goldstein


SO WHO SAYS THEY AFFILIATE WITH WHICH STREAM OF 
JUDAISM? (GEN17)
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Have the conversation!

Being actively Jewish is no longer a given for most Jews in open societies.

Our market is the 55% of Australian Jewry who explicitly identify as very much 
Jewish but not orthodox.  The 42% of that 55%, whom we do not yet reach, call 
themselves either traditional or just Jewish. 

Gen17 found that nearly half of Australian Jewry reject sectarian labels.

Can we resonate with those who self-describe as traditional or just Jewish?

Many drift away from Orthodoxy but are not yet attracted to our communities. 
They have no sense of why and how we uphold Jewish traditions. Nor do they 
know that our Jewish values resonate with the way they lives their 21st century 
Jewish lives.
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Sectarian labels are not perceived as inclusive

Australian and Kiwi Jews attracted 
to authentic and inclusive. 

We can build relationships with “just 
Jewish”,  “traditional”, or other 
progressive movements.

Our Judaism is an authentic and 
inclusive offering, in which Jews will 
want to participate.

Will they really? Only if we start by 
actively listening.

Two issues stood out in Gen17, 
each selected by more than 40% of 
respondents: 

‘increase Jewish day school fee 
assistance’ (43%) and 

‘reduce religious division 
between Jews’ (42%).

We have to present ourselves as 
mainstream and open to all, 
without defining ourselves by what 
we are not (i.e., non-orthodox).
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It is what matters to “you” not to “us” 

Sarah’s story

What can we do to empower Sarah to become a magnet for her peers? What 
excites her about being Jewish, and Progressive values, that she can impart?

Do we ask Sarah: “What is something you love to do?”  - “Why is that important 
to you?”  and: “How can you take that to help build a 21st century Jewish 
community”?

What is special about each of these questions?  They focus on the “you” and what 
matters to “you” not to “us”. 
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Really listening is hard, but essential

A Living Judaism is one that listens.  When we really, really listen we may 
discover patterns of connection that we have not anticipated.  That discovery is 
what Relational Judaism provides.

Patterns of connection for Jewish people sometimes are similar and sometimes 
differ. What patterns we learn, we have to utilise. 

Listening is hard. Programmed listening, and careful management of the data 
acquired is even harder. But doing so is essential to meet the challenges we are 
facing.

Not emphasising labels can be challenging but putting them aside is critical to 
opening up the conversation.
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How do we make it work (1)?

Have a plan to make Relational Judaism AND Talking about Our Judaism 
work.

Board members, active volunteers, “neshama” (“soul”) people are your team.

Each is trained in the skills of relational Judaism.

They meet monthly and map out who will engage in relational meetings with 
which members.

When they meet they report back on what they have learnt and record it. 

Once they have some patterns, it becomes possible to change and inspire 
members.
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How do we make it work (2)?

It is by friends talking to their friends that Relational Judaism helps 
synagogues grow by simple word-of-mouth good reputation.

As potential members tell you what inspires them, you can change what you 
do, and deliver that which inspires. 

After all, what inspires tells us why we do what we do and what we believe 
in. 

The UPJ Relational Judaism team will be there to help you along the way. 
Talk to Larry, Judi or myself at any time.

Repeating the same activities over and over again hoping to get a better 
result is not likely to grow our communities or to strengthen them.
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Coffee?
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Why is it important to live a Jewish life?

Once we know what patterns of connection exist, we can develop strategies so 
Progressive and Masorti Jews identify being Jewish as highly as Orthodox Jews 
say they do: Gen08 and Gen17

� If socialised with our coherent Jewish values, a person will have a strong Jewish 
identity.
We need to find out what inspires the people we want to reach, and we need to 
talk confidently about our Judaism. It is why we do what we do.
When we articulate our “why” our communities will identify that being Jewish 
is important or very important to them.
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Bringing it together

Relational 
Judaism -
the skills

Talking 
about Our 
Judaism –
the content 

Stronger, 
growing 

communities –
the achievable 

outcome
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How  do shul boards measure success?

In the US some congregational boards measure their success by the number of 
relational meetings Board members conduct each month and how they are 
followed up.  
Board members start the process of engaging in relational meetings and help 
adopt measures relating to impact and not levels of activity. 
We need to include attitudinal measures, so that we can measure relationship, 
impact and meaning. 
Such congregations are more likely to grow and prosper than those who measure 
success by attendance at programs and services.  
This change is not easy, but it can only be done once we are on the way to laying 
the foundation stones of Relational Judaism.
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What has worked elsewhere? 

Do we offer peer to peer Jewish growth?
Strategies for implementing relational Judaism even outside Synagogue/Temple 
services?
The synagogue as a place to make friends other than at worship services?
Peer/friendship groups around common interests, such as parents of bar/bat 
mitzvah children,  professional interests, and Shabbat meals/ increasing Jewish 
practice?
Progressive Jewish education to families of pre-schoolers (e.g., PJ Library)?
Replace bar/bat mitzvah drop-offs with whole family education?
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Start with Why
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Then move to How.
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Use Relational Judaism skills to really listen to 
how we can become Jewish communities of choice.
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The opportunity

Imagine in a few years, we will have strengthened relationships with members 
and potential members.  Friendship groups will have formed.  The offerings of 
synagogues and temples will have changed. More choices for engagement will be 
available.

Imagine that there is a buzz in the Jewish community that our congregations 
and organisations are places where Jewish people want to engage with others 
and create a sense of community of meaning and purpose.

Imagine congregations for whom it is now normal to share ideas with each other 
and to learn from each other, with collaborative relationships forming among 
leaders of different congregations.

Imagine our congregations being Jewish communities of choice.

Imagine …
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